BUFFY THE VAMPIRE SLAYER SEASON 11 LIBRARY VOL. 01  HC  - FC. (Christos Gage & Nicholas Brendon/Rebekah Isaac & Various) Buffy by the Scoobies wasn’t ready for this. When a tsunami and an enormous dragon devastate San Francisco, folks connected to the supernatural are blamed for causing the catastrophe and soon have restrictions placed on them in the name of safety. Collects Buffy the Vampire Slayer Season 11 #1-12, along with bonus material. Scott Fischer cover [1909078] Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $23.99 [19090578]

HEARTBEAT #1 - [of 5]  [Maria Llovet] Eva, a high school outcast, finds herself witness to a horrible secret: the most popular boy in school enjoys the taste of blood and will kill to get his hands on it. Horrified, Eva finds herself pulled into a world. MT. $3.19 [19090663]

NEIL GAIMAN AMERICAN GODS: MOMENT OF STORM #7  - FC. (Gaiman/Russell & Various) Confronted by revelations about his past and future and determined to put a stop to the upcoming divine bloodbath, Shadow puts himself at the center of the battle. Glenn Fabry cover. MT. $3.19 [19090627]

NEIL GAIMAN AMERICAN GODS: MOMENT OF STORM #9  - FC. (Gaiman/Russell & Various) The final battle is upon us. The gods have begun the war. Kill the gods and our future is ours. The gods will not be defeated. But the gods are, and there is only one man who can save them from ultimate defeat. That man is Shadow. Neil Gaiman and P. Craig Russell continue their epic final trilogy. Gary A.άrtis cover [19090630] $3.19 (each)


CRONE #1  - [of 5]  (Dennis Culver/Justin Greenwood) The Sword Saviour and Champion of Men once known as Bloody Bliss is now nothing more than a reclusive old Crone. Does she have the strength to answer the call for one last adventure? $3.19 [19090614]

DISNEY FROZEN: TRUE TREASURE #1  - [of 3]  (Joe Caramagna/Studio Kawai & Eduard Petrovich) During a tribute to beloved King Agnarr and Queen Iduna of Arendelle, Elsa and Anna stumble upon some old boxes of their parents’ belongings. What they find inside sparks one of their youngest childhood memories. Studio Kawaii cover [19090615] Tommaso Renieri cover [19090616] $3.19 (each)

HORROR!! BOOM! STUDIOS FIND THESE AND MANY MORE BOOM! STUDIOS TITLES AT WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION/CATALOG-SEP19BOOM

B B FREE #1 - [of 12]  (Gabbie Rivera/Royal Dunlap) b.b. free broadcasts her underground radio show from her remote swamp community, and she has no idea she’s actually the chosen one. It’s been over a hundred years since the Plague That Ate Greed wiped out half the population, and it’s the only world that b.b. has ever known. But when b.b. rebels against her overbearing father, she realizes that everything she believes in could be a lie. Royal Dunlap cover [19090655] Bustron cover [19090656] $3.19 (each)

GHOSTED IN L.A. VOL. 01 SC (DISCOVER NOW EDITION) - FC. (Sina Grace/Siobhan Keenan) Rycroft Manor may be old. It may be abandoned. But Daphne Walters doesn’t care about any of that...it has a pool and the rent is free. New to LA, coming off of a bad breakup and having a pretty terrible week, Daphne might need to crash on this haunted couch for a while, but having undead roommates might be more than she bargained for. 36 pg. (7x10) $11.99 [19090599]

WHY ME? #3  - FC. (Ryan North/Yuri Lowry) A new series by Ryan North and America’s favorite cat, Why Me?! Temporarily a “meow” and very much alive, Why Me!? has returned from the dead to cause chaos and confusion. It’s the start of a whole new series as the feline gets ready to launch everything we know with his own brand of lunacy. David Fehr cover [19090650] $3.19 (each)

OMNIBUS VOL. 01 SC - FC. (Ryan Ferrier/Ian McGinty) Something is turning the good people of O-Town into mindless zombies and Rocko wants nothing to do with it. But desperate times calls for desperate measures when Rocko’s best friend Heffer becomes infected. Collects the complete 4-issue series. Jorge Monlongo cover. 112 pg. (7x10) Scheduled to arrive in Jan. $11.99 [19090602]
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DARK HORSE COMICS

DARK HORSE COMICS FIND THESE AND MANY MORE DARK HORSE COMICS TITLES AT WESTFIELDCOMICS.COM/SECTION/CATALOG-SEP19DARK-HORSE

BLACK HAMMER/JUSTICE LEAGUE #5 - [of 5]  (Lemire/Walsh) Colonel Weird and the Green Lantern must convince the Black Hammer crew to go back to their own dimension to stop the multiverse which means giving up more than some may be willing to give. Michael Walsh cover [19090606] Matt Kindt cover Crystal cover [19090608] Sandy Jarrell cover [19090609] Terry Dodson cover [19090610] $3.19 (each)

BLACK HAMMER 3 FOR $1  - [of 5]  (Jeff Lemire/Willfredo Torres & David Rubin) This three-in-one anthology features the first issues of the original Black Hammer run, Sherlock Frankenstein, and Quantum Age, collected together in a discount package. $80 [19090611]
Family Tree

- (Jeff Lemire/Phil Hester & Various) When an eight-year-old girl literally begins to transform into a tree, her single mom, troubled brother, and possibly insane grandfather embark on a bizarre and heart-wrenching odyssey across the back roads of America in a desperate search for a way to cure her horrifying transformation. MT. $3.19 [19090728]

Heart Attack

#1 - (Shawn Kittelsen/Eric Zawadzki & Michael Garland) Gene therapy has saved Americans from disease-only to give birth to Variants: people with powers so unique, the government denies their human rights. But a rebellion has begun...

40 pg. MT. $3.19 [19090732]

Killadelphia

#1 - (Rodney Barnes/Jason Shaw Alexander) Sins of the Father Part 1. When a small-town beat cop comes home to bury his murdered father-the revered Philadelphia detective James Sangster Sr.-he begins to unravel the government denies working conditions for members of the Pascua Yaqui tribe, paving the way to their federal recognition. 128 pg. $13.59 [19090759]

Undiscovered Country

#1 - (Charles Soule & Scott Snyder/ Giuseppe Camuncoli & Daniele Orlandini) Journey into the near future, and an unknown nation that was once the United States of America-a land that's become shrouded in mystery in history after history after history itself off from the rest of the world without explanation over thirty years ago. When a team seeks a cure for a global pandemic breaches U.S. borders, they quickly find themselves in a struggle to survive. 40 pg. MT. $3.19 [19090754]

Postal Delivery

Vol. 01 SC - (Bryan Edward Hill/Raffaele lenco) Postal returns to find Mark struggling with the responsibilities and horrors of being the new mayor of Eden, as it seems the newest member of their community has brought his own personal war with him. Collects Postal: Deliverance #1-4. Linda Sejic cover. 128 pg. MT. $11.99 [19090762]

Section Zero

Vol. 01: There Is No Section Zero SC - FC. (Karl Kesel/Tom Grummett & Karl Kesel) A team of fearless adventurers band together to protect humankind from everything that doesn't exist. Includes plug-in by George Perez, Dave Gibbons, Walter Simonson, and more. Collects Section Zero #1-6, plus extras. 216 pg. $15.99 [19090766]

Sharky

The Bounty Hunter SC - FC. (Mark Millar/ Simone Bianchi) Sharky is a blue-collar bounty hunter tracking criminals across the galaxy in his converted, rocket-powered ice-cream truck. Collects Sharky The Bounty Hunter #1-6. 160 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.99 [19090767]

Ablaze

Mirka Andolfo's

Unsacred #1 - (Mirka Andolfo) Angelina, a voluputous angel, and Damiano, a mischievous devil, are madly in love. But, while she does not intend to give in to temptation, he would very much like to... (7x10) MT. Mirka Andolfo cover. [19090782] $3.19 (each)

Ac Comics

21st Centurions #1 - (Stephanie Heike/ Mark G. Heike & Stephanie Heike) A modern, contemporary pop-culture action and angst take on superheroes in this offbeat series that stars naive teen heroes and an enigmatic mentor with questionable motives. $4.76 [19090794]

Aftershock Comics

Dark Red Vol. 01 SC - FC. (Tim Seeley/Corin Howell) Charles “Chip” Ipswich isn’t one of those coastal elites with a liberal arts degree and a job at a social media start-up who knows where all the best brunch places are... No, Chip is one of the “forgotten men.” He lives in a rural area in the middle of the country where Jesus still has a place at the dinner table and where factories ship jobs to Calcutta. Chip is also a vampire. Collects issues #1-5. Aaron Campbell cover. 120 pg. (7x10) $11.99 [19090815]

Bronze Age Boogie Vol. 01: Swords Against Dracosc - FC. (Stuart Moore/Alberto Ponticelli) Whatever you do get when you combine all the best-loved pop culture genres of the 1970s: apes, monsters, Kung Fu, sword-and-sorcery, and cosmic adventure? You get Bronze Age Boogie. 160 pg. (7x10) $14.39 [19090821]

Gonzo

Based on

La Voz de Mayo: Rambo Vol. 01 SC - (Henry Barajas/J. Gonzalez) Based on the oral history of Ramon Jaurigue, an orphan and WWII veteran who co-founded the Mexican, American, Yaqui, and Others [M.A.Y.O.] organization, which successfully lobbied the Tucson City Council to improve living and working conditions for members of the Pascua Yaqui tribe, paving the way to their federal recognition. 128 pg. $13.59 [19090758]

Hashtag Danger

Vol. 01: Panic on Dinosaur Mountain SC - FC. (Tom Peyer/Randy Elliott & Chris Giarrusso) Three scientific adventurers face strange creatures, lost civilizations, and supernatural threats—when they’re not too busy being complete jerks to each other. Collects issues #1-5, plus the back-features from High Heaven and Captain Ginger. Richard Williams cover. 168 pg. (7x10) MT. $14.39 [19090824]

AhoY Comics

Una

Esperanza #1 - (of 5) (Mark Millar/ Simone Bianchi) The bounty hunter Sharky is back on the trail of his missing daughter, when a terrifying alien technology threatens all of humanity. Collects Una #1-4. Linda Sejic cover. 140 pg. (7x10) $14.99 [19090777]

Olympia

#1 - (of 5) (Curt Pires & Tony Pires/Alex Diotto & Dee Cunniffe) Elion is a latchkey kid who spends his days alone reading comic books-until his favorite superhero, Olympian, comes crashing off the page and into reality. But as he nurses his wounded and delirious hero back to health, he discovers Olympian isn’t the only thing that came through... (40 pg. Alex Diotto & Dee Cunniffe cover) Christian Ward cover. [19090740] $3.19 (each)

Rai

[2019] #1 - (Dan Abnett/Juan Jose Ryp) Welcome to the 41st century: New worlds, new characters, new adventures. The cyborg ronin named Rai embarks on a thrilling quest to save his days alone reading comic books-until his favorite superhero, Olympian, comes crashing off the page and into reality. But as he nurses his wounded and delirious hero back to health, he discovers Olympian isn’t the only thing that came through... (40 pg. Alex Diotto & Dee Cunniffe cover) Christian Ward cover. [19090740] $3.19 (each)

Rai

[2019] #1 - (Dan Abnett/Juan Jose Ryp) Welcome to the 41st century: New worlds, new characters, new adventures. The cyborg ronin named Rai embarks on a thrilling quest to save his days alone reading comic books-until his favorite superhero, Olympian, comes crashing off the page and into reality. But as he nurses his wounded and delirious hero back to health, he discovers Olympian isn’t the only thing that came through... (40 pg. Alex Diotto & Dee Cunniffe cover) Christian Ward cover. [19090740] $3.19 (each)

Section Zero

Vol. 01: There Is No Section Zero SC - FC. (Karl Kesel/Tom Grummett & Karl Kesel) A team of fearless adventurers band together to protect humankind from everything that doesn’t exist. Includes plug-in by George Perez, Dave Gibbons, Walter Simonson, and more. Collects Section Zero #1-6, plus extras. 216 pg. $15.99 [19090766]
OTHER COMICS PUBLISHERS

SOURCE POINT PRESS

TITAN COMICS

ZUKER PRESS

ACTIVIST STORY OF THE MARJORY STONEMAN DOUGLAS SHOOTING - FC. - Corey Maison (Almtara Smith) Corey Maison was born a girl, trapped in a boy's body. Everything about Corey was female... except her physicality. Known at school as masculine, this condition is devastating if not acknowledged. With unconditional love and support from her mother, Corey successfully starts the transition process. 96 pg. $10.39 [19091046]

IDENTITY: THE STORY OF TRANSITIONING GN - FC. - Corey Maison/Almtara Smith Corey Maison was born a girl, trapped in a boy's body. Everything about Corey was female... except her physicality. Known at school as masculine, this condition is devastating if not acknowledged. With unconditional love and support from her mother, Corey successfully starts the transition process. 96 pg. $10.39 [19091046]

METRO GN - FC. (Cullen Bunn & Brian Quin / Flanagan) Meet Hunter Murphy. Yesterday, he died in a drug overdose in a filthy New York City back-alley. Today, he awoke in the City Morgue with no real memory of who he is or how he got there. He only knows his name thanks to the toe tag he's wearing. When he runs into trouble (which happens quite a bit) the city seems to help him in some way. Francesco Francavilla cover. 160 pg. (7x10) [19091024]

VALIANT COMICS

BLACK STARDUST GN - B&W. (Lonnie Nadler/ Jenna Chal) The year is 1867 and a storm brews. Eulalie Dubois has spent her entire life tending to her family's trapline, isolated from the world. A chance at freedom comes in the form of a parcel that needs delivering to a nameless town north of the wilderness. (7x10) MT. $20.00 [19091024]

VIZ MEDIA

LEVIUS EST VOL. 01 GN - B&W. (Haruhi Nakata) Young Levius is an up-and-coming fighter in the mechanical martial arts arena, but he's also in critical condition from his injuries. His trainer, is injured as well, and his fellow fighter AJ has been locked away and labeled a weapon of mass destruction. Things are looking bleak until a new arrival inspires new hope. For older teen audiences. 212 pg. (6x8) $10.39 [19091082]

LEVIUS GN - B&W. (Haruhi Nakata) Young Levius is an up-and-coming fighter in the mechanical martial arts arena, but he's also in critical condition from his injuries. His trainer, is injured as well, and his fellow fighter AJ has been locked away and labeled a weapon of mass destruction. Things are looking bleak until a new arrival inspires new hope. For older teen audiences. 212 pg. (6x8) $10.39 [19091082]

PIE INTERNATIONAL

DIRTY PAIR OMNIBUS GN - B&W. (Haruka Takachiho/ Hisato Takaki) Kei and Yuri, known as the Lovely Angels-or the notorious Dirty Pair, depending on who you ask—were a pair of "trouble consultants" for the galactic Worlds Welfare and Works Association (WWW). But in their pursuit of space-wide justice, they cause space-wide destruction. 360 pg. [19091153]

SEVEN SEAS ENTERTAINMENT

PENGUINRUM VOL. 01 GN - B&W. (Kunihiro Iwahara/Isuzu Shibata) When high school girl Hirimi Takakura escapes the clutches of death thanks to a spirit inhabiting a peacefully beautiful lease on life, but there's a catch. In order for her to stay alive, her twin brothers (with the help of three penguins) must track down a strange object called the "Penguindrum." 180 pg. Scheduled to arrive in Dec. $15.95 [19091119]
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